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Introduction 
I’m having one of the best times of my life. Just past the age when people think about retiring, 
my wife and I are now church planters for the third time. 

We first planted a church in Hermosa Beach, California, in 1971 during the “Jesus 
Movement.” It eventually grew to about 2,000 people. After experiencing a “vision” during an 
airplane flight in 1978, we felt God calling us into a five-year plan that would see us launch a 
new church in Kaneohe, Hawaii, in 1983. When we left, more than 20 people moved from the 
Hermosa Beach church to help launch a movement in Hawaii. I was the 3oth pastor to launch 
from the church we originally planted. 

The Kaneohe church grew to just over 2,000 people in 29 years. Along the way, we saw 
more than 40 churches born in Hawaii from that congregation. Eventually, we launched an 
extension campus with me as the pastor. We were transitioning to a new senior pastor, so I had 
free time since he was preaching the primary Sunday morning service (we were doing seven 
services each weekend). After the transition, we hived off the extension as a church plant. Hence, 
I’ve become a church planter once again. 

The new church is small but growing. Our numbers fluctuated between 120 and 150 as an 
extension campus. In the 18 months since assuming our own identity, we’ve grown to just over 
270 people in average attendance. We have room for more growth as we meet in a movie theater 
and can rent more auditoriums and lobby space as we grow.  

We also have some pretty lofty 20-year goals: 

1. We’ve set out to plant 30 churches  

2. We’d like to implant church multiplication DNA in each church we plant.  

3. We also plan to establish a strong church multiplication presence in at least three countries 
outside the United States.  

We’re currently “bootlegging” off of other people’s vision and have helped launch churches 
in Hawaii Kai, Las Vegas, Big Bear, California, and Augsburg, Germany. These leaders came to 
us for help. The real ticket to the future exists in the two young men in our church (and others 
who will come after them) who are bent on planting churches. Our most difficult task is to help a 
church with an older demographic (older pastors tend to fuel older congregations) to raise up 
young people who are hungry to expand the kingdom of God. I surely won’t be the pastor 20 
years from now, but we can set a reasonable pace in a godly direction, in the present. With God’s 
help, the congregation will succeed at all of this. 

  



Chapter 1 

Movement, Organism or Clusters… 
I’ve always felt that there are three kinds of church leaders: 1. Those who merely struggle to 
survive; 2. Others that experience growth but can be tempted to use that growth to seek the 
acclaim of other people; and 3. Those who are wise enough to think in terms of the growth of 
God’s kingdom rather than the mere growth of their own congregation. 

At one time or another, I have functioned in each of these categories. I can remember sitting 
in an empty church building in 1971 fearfully praying with my wife that God would fill an 
auditorium, which could hold just 66 people. We were struggling to survive. Later, as our church 
grew, we had our sights set on becoming a megachurch and achieving some measure of fame. 
Eventually, I came to understand that leverage figures strongly into the Great Commission. You 
grow more quickly by multiplication than by addition. By multiplying disciples and churches, we 
could accomplish far more in one lifetime than by simply building the biggest church possible. 
That understanding has been the primary driver of my life since the middle 1970s. 

A Life-Changing Encounter 

I’ll spare you the details of my personal journey and instead focus on a man who changed my 
life. As a college student, I first read about Don MacGregor in the book Fire in The Philippines 
by Jim Montgomery. The author told the story of rapid church multiplication in my own 
denomination. With only two missionary families in the country, the group recorded over 55,000 
converts each year for several years. The primary tools were face-to-face disciple making and 
rapid church multiplication. The movement ran a Bible college and operated a form of 
theological education by extension. But their program morphed into something more organic, 
causing the group to shift focus toward relationship and away from rigid reliance on curriculum. 
The result was an explosion of churches. 

The book piqued my interest, because there was so little growth in the North American 
church at the time. The principles in the book would come back to me in an unusual way. 

As a young pastor, I had the privilege of inviting MacGregor to speak in my church. He 
arrived early that morning and immediately challenged me with the question “Do you want to do 
something great for God?” I answered that I wanted to do something great for God by building a 
big church. MacGregor told me that I didn’t understand his question. He asked it again. I gave 
the same answer. Don MacGregor is a humorous guy. The third time he asked the question, he 
pulled on my ear and kicked me in the shin at the same time, exclaiming, “You really don’t get it 
do you?” He went on to explain how I could pastor a large church and multiply congregations at 
the same time. Those few moments (and a sore shin) set a group of us on a path that we’ve 
walked to this day.  



It wasn’t until several years into our friendship that I came to understand that Don 
MacGregor saw that conversation with me as his mission that morning. To him, preaching was 
secondary to an opportunity to challenge a young man to do something he couldn’t yet imagine. 

Nothing Is Ever Simple 

I would like to say that I learned my lesson and immediately implemented an effective 
process of church multiplication. But that’s not how life works. 

We had planted that church in the midst of the counterculture movement of the 1970s. I was 
a straight-laced denominational product with a suit and tie to match my whitewall haircut while 
the men in our church were busy growing beards and long hair. Our initial congregation of 12 
people quickly grew to about 30. The problem, for me, was that most of the growth came in the 
form of hippies, bikers and a topless dancer. I was soon at wits end. I wondered why God had 
sent me to such a group of people—I was convinced I was the wrong pastor for them. 

To make matters worse, much of our initial growth came by way of transfer from other 
groups. We eventually had four leaders with four distinct followings in a church of only around 
80 people. I stumbled into the idea of discipling the other three leaders while leaving them to 
care for their own people. We had unknowingly built a pattern for raising up pastoral leadership 
in our church. The problem was that the other three leaders not only didn’t trust me as their 
pastor, but also they didn’t trust each other. This triggered three separate meetings each week. It 
was time-consuming but productive as trust grew and so did ministry skills.  

I grew close to one of those leaders, and a great friendship was born. Eventually, some of his 
group asked if he could start an extension service in one of their homes on Sunday evenings. 
These people would make it to church on Sunday mornings but found it difficult to bring small 
children back for a second service on Sunday nights. Just two months into this experiment, they 
asked if they could hive off and create a second church. I told them, “No!”  

They had three strikes against them: 1. The pastor hadn’t been to seminary; 2. At that time, 
our denomination had a rule against two of our churches existing in any one city; and 3. They 
wanted to name their congregation in a manner similar to ours, which simply embarrassed me. I 
wasn’t out to launch a movement or a denomination within a denomination. 

Eventually, our denomination gave its blessing to the project and a new church was born. 
Don MacGregor’s words began to bear fruit in our lives. We walked a twisted path but 
eventually multiplied a church. 

God blessed the launch of that first church in an unusual manner. Our church’s attendance 
was exactly 125 the Sunday before we launched. We sent 25 people to start the new church along 
with what seemed like a sizable offering. The following Sunday, our church attendance was still 
125 people, exactly. The new pastor was surprised when 50 people showed up to meet in the 



house. I’m not kidding about these round numbers. We actually saw 125 people grow into 175 
people in two locations on that Sunday. This has never happened since. The Lord of the church 
made a point, which we would remember—He liked what we were doing! 

You Can Do Two Things at Once 

After the first success, we began planting churches in earnest. We would go with whoever 
had vision to wherever they wanted to plant. We’ve never been all that strategic in our thinking, 
simply allowing the Holy Spirit to guide where He will. 

But we weren’t only multiplying churches. We also grew as a congregation. By this time, 
most of our growth was coming from new conversions, and we saw many people delivered from 
the sex, drugs and Eastern mysticism that so characterized those days. We outgrew our small 
auditorium, knocking down walls for more space only to outgrow it again. We added multiple 
services and eventually spread to a rented gymnasium for adults while holding children’s church 
in multiple locations: our old church building, a nearby preschool, a double garage and even a tin 
lawn shed. 

Eventually, we purchased larger quarters, and the church grew to just over 2,000 people 
during my tenure. Our goal has always been for us to be the largest church possible. But we 
would not sacrifice the ability to leverage disciple making into church multiplication. We 
simultaneously pressed forward on both fronts.  

Perhaps we would have grown faster, or larger, had we failed to multiply churches. However, 
I have a theory about that. I believe that senior leadership creates an effective “lid” to growth. I 
don’t believe the congregations I pastored would have been any larger even if we had forsaken 
the idea of investing leaders, people and money into new congregations. We’ve always enjoyed 
ample resources and have used them to the best of our ability. I’m sure that another pastor could 
have led the congregation to greater numbers than I did. I am simply not capable of doing more 
than I know how to do. For me, personally, the leveraging power of church multiplication is the 
only way to rapidly expand the kingdom. I simply don’t have the capacity to pastor more than I 
have, in a single location. 

I want to be clear here, I am not against the concept of huge churches, nor against extension 
campuses. We’ve worked hard to grow large, and we have started extension campuses whenever 
they became necessary. However I am of the opinion that we should not try to grow while 
neglecting multiplication. Even if I could pastor a lot more people than I do, I would still opt for 
multiplying churches because of the incredible opportunity it affords to spread the gospel among 
cities and nations. You can do more than one thing at the same time. 

 

 



Stumbling Into a Useful Tool 

Along the way we’ve endeavored to build disciple making and church multiplication DNA 
into our congregation. The primary tool for this has always been storytelling. We make heroes 
out of those who make disciples, and those who multiply churches. I’ve worked hard to bring the 
stories of these people into my teaching, and we also celebrate them at our training events. But 
we’ve picked up another useful tool along the way. 

Five years into this process, we were able to remodel an abandoned bowling alley into a large 
church campus overlooking the ocean at a prominent intersection in our community. 

Suddenly we were no longer viewed as a bunch of hippies, or some kind of cult, by the 
neighbors. Because of the building, our “longhair church,” suddenly became acceptable to 
middle-class families. At the point of our move, we experienced lots of transfer growth.  

The congregation doubled from 400 to 800 people in one weekend. A month later, attendance 
had dropped off to about 600. We worried. We didn’t know how to respond to the newcomers, 
and we feared we might shrink out of existence. Our church culture changed—a couple of staff 
members even began wearing suits to church. The problem was that the church suddenly grew 
from a close-knit family into a crowd of strangers. We were threatened emotionally, spiritually 
and financially. 

In an attempt to plug the leak, we invited a man named John Amstutz to take our leaders 
through a one-day church health seminar. I still remember his primary topic, “Eight 
Characteristics of a Healthy Church.”  

The one thing that stood out to us in that seminar was our lack of fellowship in healthy small 
groups. In the early days, we just sort of organically launched a lot of Bible studies, but as the 
Jesus Movement wound down so did the Bible studies. During a seminar lunch break, our 
leaders hit on a simple idea, which has worked for us for nearly four decades. We came up with a 
plan to create home groups built around the sermon that had been preached on the weekend. 
Rather than reteach the message, the members would answer a question: “What did the Holy 
Spirit say to you while the pastor was speaking?”  

This was a game changer. There was pent up need—people felt dislocated from each other. 
The need was greater than we imagined. It evidenced itself when we canceled our “midweek 
prayer meeting” for what we would call “MiniChurch.” With a congregation of roughly 600, our 
midweek prayer meeting normally totaled about 85 people.  

Our first attempt at MiniChurch was to organize “small groups” into seven large Southern 
California homes. That week, 365 people tried to jam themselves into those few houses. The 
following week, we offered meetings in 12 homes and 20 the week after. Eventually, half of the 
congregation met in those small groups. The wonderful news was that we stopped bleeding 



people. Our attendance stabilized and began growing. What we didn’t yet understand was that 
we were creating a cadre of potential pastors from among those MiniChurch leaders. 

Before latching onto the “What did the Holy Spirit say…?” format, we would gather the 
leaders to generate discussion questions based on the Sunday sermon. Once we switched to the 
“Holy Spirit question,” we could better use that time with leaders. We began to use the time 
together with MiniChurch leaders as a discipling opportunity. 

 As we’ve grown, our system works this way: 

1. The pastor meets with staff around a book they are reading together. The question is 
always, “What did the Holy Spirit say to you while you were reading this chapter?”  

2. Each staff member later meets with a cadre of MiniChurch leaders who are reading the 
same book. They ask the same question.  

3. The MiniChurch and the leaders’ meetings function much like each other. But in the 
MiniChurch, the question is about the sermon. This simple strategy turns believers into disciples 
and some disciples into leaders. From the band of leaders, we discover people with pastoral gifts, 
coaching some of them into church planters. 

Of course, both leadership meetings and MiniChurches often get off the stated subject. But 
these side-roads of conversation are often where lives get touched. Over the years, we’ve 
watched people learn to pastor in MiniChurch; while learning the Bible, and leadership skills, 
through the MiniChurch leaders’ training sessions. For many, it’s a natural progression from 
leading a handful of people to grasping the ability to multiply the church. I want to be careful not 
to oversimplify here. If someone looks like he or she has potential for multiplication, we often 
recruit this leader to our paid staff for several years before they launch a church. There is also a 
lot of one-on-one time that goes into preparing someone for church multiplication. 

No Shortcut 

Some have criticized our methods as a shortcut that avoids classroom-based formal training. 
Actually, it usually takes a person longer to become a pastor under our system than it does 
through a Bible school or seminary. For us it’s about a seven-year process of mostly on-the-job 
training. If we work with outsiders as church planters, we only engage people with deep pastoral 
experience. What works best for us is a hands-on process from start to finish. Many of our 
leaders go on to obtain formal education after we’ve trained them to pastor people. Our bias is 
that we believe it’s extremely difficult to teach pastoral compassion and skills in a classroom. 
Our goal is to shape people into pastors and then let the schools refine their skills and expand 
their worldview. 

 



Clusters of Churches 

After 12 years in the first church, my family, my friend Aaron Suzuki and his family, along 
with several others, moved to Hawaii to plant a cluster of churches. Our goal was to start, or help 
start, enough churches in the decade to involve one percent of the population of Hawaii.  

At that time, the Aloha state contained just 1 million people so one percent would equal 
10,000 persons. It took 11 years, but with God’s help and the friendship of others, we multiplied 
enough churches to reach the goal. Once local pastors caught the vision, they ran with it.  

The important thing to realize is that the previous census showed only four percent of the 
population in church. That meant an additional one percent equaled a 25 percent increase in 
church attendance. Again, let me stress that we didn’t start all the churches necessary to reach the 
goal. We did, through our example, stimulate others to join the party. This has been a team 
effort. Over the years, our congregation was able to multiply churches that multiplied churches. 
They now number just over 40 congregations. Everything we did was executed to kick off a new 
paradigm regarding church growth. 

Around the world, our numbers are larger. For several years, we tracked the number of 
churches that grew out of the original Southern California congregation. About every four years, 
someone would telephone every pastor to ask if they had started any new churches. After the 
number of churches grew to around 400, it became impractical to make the calls. Today, we 
believe that there are well over 1,000 churches that grew out of a first Sunday gathering of 12 
people in 1971.  

Our information at this point is entirely anecdotal. We’ve observed that most of our church 
plants do not multiply. Some will multiply several times and then run out of steam, while many 
others will never plant another church. However, there are those rare individuals who pick up the 
torch and run with it. An individual pastor will catch a vision and launch dozens, or even 
hundreds of churches. This seems to be a random phenomenon that is entirely based on a work 
the Holy Spirit does in a person’s heart. There are clusters of churches in California, Hawaii, 
India, Japan, the Philippines, a couple of African nations and in Central and South America. 
Each was kicked off by a visionary who was somehow influenced by whatever we’ve done to 
keep the DNA moving from one generation to another. 

You certainly couldn’t call what we’ve accomplished an “organization” or a “movement.” 
I’m not the leader in any other fashion other than I write books and teach seminars along with 
setting an ongoing example. It seems most accurate to say that we have generated, “a bunch of 
churches.” The churches stemming from our own don’t use a common name. Some of the 
pastors, several generations away from the center, probably don’t know where it all started, or 
who I am. But somehow that brings our team comfort. It feels a little more like what you see in 
the latter part of the Book of Acts than what you read about the Jerusalem church in the 
beginning of the book. 



A Church as a River System 

I’m always looking for metaphors to describe what we experience. Here are a couple that 
seem to work. 

One analogy is what we call “a fire of 10,000 matches.” If you gave 10,000 people one match 
each, they could more quickly burn a forest than if you gave one person a World War II 
flamethrower. Of course we’re not trying to start forest fires, but you get the picture. 

Our team also thinks in terms of a local church as a river. Think of different streams and 
tributaries flowing together to make one large body of water. This is a picture of most 
congregations. Most people come through evangelism while others come as transfers from other 
churches. Sadly, some even come because of problems in other churches. They come together to 
make what should be a healthy, life-giving stream.  

However, a river with no outlet soon becomes a lake and can become unhealthy and stagnant. 
What’s necessary to keep life flowing is a healthy outflow of water. Think in terms of a river 
delta. This functions in reverse to the tributaries. Instead of flowing in, water flows out. Every 
church experiences an outflow due to people moving away or even becoming disgruntled. But 
healthy churches are missional in their outflow, giving people away as they multiply 
congregations at home and abroad. 

In this metaphor, size is not much of a factor. A small stream can be dammed up, or it can 
flow to the sea. A large river can do the same. A similar comparison can be drawn to churches. 
We launched our first church plant while we were quite small. If anything, we found it harder to 
do the same as we grew larger and people became more possessive of ministries and status quo. 
However, we know that to remain healthy, we need to intentionally let the healing waters flow, 
to the world, in the form of disciplemaking. The beauty is that growth becomes exponential. The 
churches that do multiply usually pass along the vision for multiplication to others in a way that 
eventually generates great growth. 

 

  



Chapter 2 

Tensions Every Multiplying Pastor Must Face 
Tension 1. Kingdom Math: Addition vs. Multiplication  

Giving away leaders, members, money and enthusiasm to plant a church never comes easy 
for us. When we’ve lacked momentum, there was always the temptation to wait until things were 
going a little more smoothly. When we’ve had momentum, we’ve been tempted to broaden our 
base at home. Like I said, it is never easy. 

What kept us going is a combination of several things. The first is a pairing of the Gospels 
with the Book of Acts. Jesus commanded us to make disciples, but in Acts He makes no direct 
reference to the original 12 intentionally making disciples. Then along comes Paul who is 
obviously a disciplemaker. Apparently, he is following the example of Jesus. Eventually, we see 
Paul appointing elders from among his disciples, and churches are born. Paul’s example of the 
church dispersed held in contrast to the church gathered in Jerusalem seems to indicate that 
multiplication trumps addition.   

The second factor in our choice between addition and multiplication is the numbers. I 
remember the day when someone asked me how many churches we had launched. The number 
was in the low 80’s. The person I was speaking with reflected back, “Then you’re actually 
pastoring over 8,000 people!” The church I pastored numbered around 1,600 people at the time. 
But, according to my friend, we were touching five times that many. The numbers do tell a story. 

The third impetus for sharing rather than piling up resources comes from Scripture. Jesus 
said, “You didn't choose me. I chose you. I appointed you to go and produce lasting fruit, so that 
the Father will give you whatever you ask for, using my name” (John 15:16-17, NLT). We’ve 
always felt that this is a promise we can take to the bank. Our needs will be met as we bear fruit, 
therefore we don’t need to worry about giving away the best of our leaders and resources. We 
can freely commit ourselves to the expansion of God’s kingdom and leave the worries to Him. 

Tension 2. Bricks and Mortar: Facility Acquisition vs. Facility Sacrifice  

Bricks and mortar always figure into our thinking. In the first church we planted, we rapidly 
outgrew the space. We were forced to remodel, and eventually build, while multiplying 
churches. There was simply no choice. As a youth pastor, I once prayed that no church I might 
pastor would ever need to build. That was one prayer that God answered with a resounding, 
“No!” But, for us, building has always remained a necessity rather than a primary goal. 

We planted the church in Hawaii under a tree in a beach park. We had no permit, and a 
policeman would scrutinize us from the parking lot each Sunday. It was terrifying but also fun. 



The people wanted to meet in the park, indefinitely. Thank God, it rained on the last Sunday we 
met there. We simply had to have a roof over our heads.  

As it turned out, we operated for over 18 years in rented buildings—a total of four in all. Our 
longest tenure was 16 years in one public school. Eventually, we obtained property and put up 
buildings. Oddly, during the time in rented space, we enjoyed our most fruitful period of church 
multiplication. Things actually slowed after we obtained property. Buildings are necessary, but 
whatever building we used was simply a nonfactor in our perception of our mission to multiply 
the church. It didn’t matter if it was rented or owned; the building was nothing more than a tool. 

Things are a little different now in my third church planting experience. For several years, we 
operated as an extension service in a movie theater located in a large shopping mall. Upon 
deciding to hive off the extension as a congregation, we did a property search. We looked for 
new property to go with the new identity. 

After extended research, we decided that the theater actually suits our needs very well. It 
keeps us from worrying about maintenance issues and all the other “time robbers” that go with 
controlling your own property. We decided to stay in the theater for as long as it can hold us. 
Long ago, we discovered that owning property is more expensive than leasing. A financial factor 
is always involved in our thinking. But primarily, we want to be free to be a “missionary church” 
both at home and overseas. We believe that our choice to remain in rented property enhances that 
freedom. 

Tension 3. Money, Money, Money: Financial Security vs. Financial Sacrifice 

I can honestly say that this tension has always had little effect on our thinking. We simply 
believe that if we give, it will be given to us—pressed down, shaken together and running over. 

We’ve multiplied churches in lean times and in circumstances where we enjoyed a surplus. 
The context has never made much difference; we’ve always “regrown” our numbers fairly 
quickly.  

We have observed that when we did this with no denominational assistance, we gave more 
sacrificially and our own attendance grew more quickly. When our denomination began helping 
us fund church plants, we found ourselves slowing down. We were content to pass along the 
denomination’s gift without adding any great sacrifice of our own. When we withheld treasure, 
we discovered we withheld our hearts too. 

Prior to the denominational aid, we would ask a group to begin to separate their offerings for 
five months as they assembled their church planting team. In some cases, this became a very 
substantial amount of money. The mother church gave sacrificially but hardly noticed it—partly 
because while the new group gradually attracted numbers within our church, they weaned us off 
of their offerings.  



Looking back, we realize that we were both multiplying larger congregations and growing 
our own church faster during the years we gave most sacrificially. Thankfully denominational 
support dried up, and once again we find ourselves facing the joys—and trials—of sacrifice. 

Tension 4. To Pull or To Push: Attractional vs. Activational 

Our church uses both a “Statement of Purpose” and a “Statement of Mission.” They represent 
a local purpose and a global mission, respectively.  

The statement of purpose reads, “Hope Chapel Honolulu exists to equip its people to do 
God’s work.” Living by that statement somewhat precludes an attractional model. We’re not 
here to make people comfortable but to equip them to serve others. We repeat the statement as 
often as we can, both in printed literature and in our teaching. The goal is to make people feel 
uncomfortable if they’re not learning to serve the community, both in and outside the church. 

Our mission statement reads, “Hope Chapel Honolulu exists to bring Christ to the world by 
making disciples and planting churches.” It’s simple, but it colors everything we do. Our goal is 
to keep the river flowing. To do that, we must first interest people in the task. 

Over the years, we’ve found that churches we plant in America tend to first attract transfer 
growth from among Christ followers in search of something new. Once we equip these people, 
they begin to evangelize so we never worry that much about attracting new people to the church. 
In fact, we currently refuse to advertise our church in any other way than word-of-mouth. People 
come to the Lord each week. They soon embrace the equipping/serving culture of those that 
brought them. For a special few, serving God includes joining a church-planting team. 

Tension 5. Empty Seats and Lost Sheep: Filling Our Church vs. Starting a New Church 

As a very young man, I had the opportunity to spend time with Robert Schuller. The Garden 
Grove Community Church had not yet built the Crystal Cathedral.  

When I met Schuller, the church numbered about 8,000 people. They were large but cared 
about small numbers as well. They held service at 5 a.m. on Sunday mornings for about 40 
congregants. Most of those people worked in bars and nightclubs. They would get off work at 
around 3 a.m., go out for breakfast, and then show up for church. They comprised less than one-
half of one percent of the total congregation. The ministry team experienced great inconvenience 
to serve these few people—people overlooked by most churches. Schuller felt that the service 
was a worthwhile investment because there were people who needed it. He was right! 

By watching the folks in Garden Grove, we learned that multiple services designed to meet 
people’s needs are more effective than multiple services launched in reaction to an overdriven 
building. In other words, “You launch additional services because you care about people, not 
because you’re forced to!” 



The same reasoning holds true for church multiplication. I would never wait around until a 
building was filled before thinking about multiplying the church. If you do that, you let a pile of 
bricks think for you. Church multiplication should come as a response to need blended with 
opportunity and leadership. 

Tension 6. Addition, Multiplication or Both: New Campus vs. New Plant  

I’ve watched the development of the “multisite movement” with a degree of apprehension. I 
always wonder what will happen to the investment when the primary leader dies or retires? 

I once heard a newly deceased pastor described as “highly successful.” The justification for 
the comment was that the church he pastored fell apart upon his death. Someone lovingly said 
that he was “so successful that no one could fill his shoes.” It seems to me like he was more of a 
failure because he prepared no one to fill his shoes. Today, we have churches constructing off-
site campuses around the video feed of one pastor’s sermon. This gives me great apprehension. 
What happens when that strong leader dies? 

A disclaimer is in order here. We’ve used the multisite model several times and will do so in 
the future. But it has always been a step toward something else. We used it while we were 
searching for a larger property, and we’ve used it as a way to launch a freestanding church. So I 
have no quarrel with the concept; my worry is over the way we approach this tool. If you think 
about the longer term, you will want to multiply churches. 

I’ve watched Wayne Cordero effectively use the multisite model to multiply a number of 
churches. He’s an extremely gifted and highly popular preacher who could easily hold on to each 
extension campus for the duration of his ministry. But he has chosen, instead, to use the 
extension campuses as tools for gradually nurturing rising leaders to the task at hand. In this 
regard, Wayne has become my hero. 

Tension 7. No Cruising Here: Senior Leader Coasting vs. Senior Leader Climbing 

I’m growing older. Many of my peers have retired, but not all. I’ve noticed several of my 
friends making the choice to put off retirement for as long as possible. For some this may be an 
economic issue. For me, it’s about having fun. Someone once told me, “If you’re not growing, 
you’re dying.” I choose to keep growing. 

Now stop and think about that last paragraph for a moment or two. I’ve grown older every 
day of my life. So that’s nothing new. And, neither is the fun factor … When things are popping, 
life is fun. When everything falls into cruise control mode, life soon becomes boring.  

There have been times when I’ve eased off a little—usually at exactly the wrong times. 
Everything was going well, and we felt fat and happy. The result was always the same. A little 
joy went out of the church, and I soon felt something missing in my own life. Ministry began to 



decelerate. So in many ways, there is no choice to be made between coasting and climbing. 
Climbing is where you have fun!  

To keep climbing as a church multiplier, you need friends who want to launch new 
congregations. On numerous occasions, I’ve looked around to realize that no one was “on deck” 
to launch a church. When I say on deck, I’m talking about a person in active pursuit of church 
multiplication with him/her as the pastor. Assuming that we lose something if we don’t keep 
doing this, I’ve simply prayed to the Lord of the harvest to raise up labor for the harvest. He has 
been faithful every time.  

I’ve been a pastor for more than four decades. During that time, I’ve been involved with 70-
plus direct church plants. As leaders came up through our system, I eventually became directly 
involved with them. By the time they were out the door, I had significant personal investment in 
their lives. I would continue to coach them after they left and enjoyed watching God’s grace in 
their lives. This is one of life’s joys.  

For me, there is no tension associated with cruise control mode other than avoiding it for as 
long as I can. I want to keep climbing for higher ground. 

Tension 8. Labor for the Harvest: Staffing Mother vs. Staffing Plants 

There is real tension here. If you don’t keep a productive staff in place, you won’t be in a 
position to raise up leaders who can multiply churches. The leadership team and those they are 
discipling shares the burden of deciding who goes and who stays. It requires much prayer and 
wisdom from the Spirit.   

On the other hand, when you prune a bush it often produces more fruit. In fact, Jesus said it’s 
the fruitful bush that gets the pruning. We’ve noticed a positive pruning that takes place 
whenever we launch a new church. We give away fruitful, productive leaders; leaving a void in 
their place. It never takes long for others to fill that void. However, it often takes two or three 
people to replace one strong leader. The benefits kick in as those two or three others gather 
strength on their own. At that point, we discover that our church has grown stronger than before 
and usually has gained numbers to match the newfound strength. 

And associated phenomenon occurs in the newly planted church. People who were active 
members in our congregation often rise to the challenge of leadership when they become part of 
the church multiplication team. Many of the paid staff members of our church plants were fairly 
ineffective leaders or simply dedicated members prior to the launch of the new church. As they 
rose to the challenge of a new church, God began using them in ways no one had previously 
imagined. I am of the opinion that everyone benefits from the pruning process whenever we 
multiply. You still need to regulate the pace, but the overall effect is positive. 

Tension 9. Fast or Too Fast: Mother’s Maturity vs. Baby’s Birth 



Theoretically, reproduction is a sign of maturity. But we all know the tragedy of a teenage 
pregnancy—nobody wins. 

We seek thoughtful, healthy reproduction. No one wants to reproduce an unhealthy church, 
nor do we want to plant an immature congregation. This area requires much wisdom and careful 
thought. 

Perhaps a better way to approach this is to focus on the potential church planting team rather 
than get hung up on the needs and circumstances of the mother church. If you’ve made healthy 
disciples, then your church is probably healthy enough to give birth.  

If those disciples function as a viable network and are prepared to launch, then it’s probably 
the right thing to do. There may be exceptions to this, such as the rare case where the loss of the 
church planting team would mortally wound the mother church. But, for the most part, we’re 
better off leaning toward the risk—which we call faith—than holding back because of a desire 
for people to be better taught or go “deeper” in the faith before we trust then in a new church. 

In the first church I pastored, we gave birth after about 18 months. We stumbled in the dark 
having never done it before. Soon after moving to Hawaii, we discovered two discipleship 
groups that had joined our new congregation, leader and all. They were ready and willing to 
plant churches. We launched one just six months after we arrived and the other six months after 
that. Both grew into strong, healthy churches still operating 30 years later. 

My third pastoral experience began as an extension service, which we morphed into a 
freestanding congregation. We launched one church while we were still an extension and have 
our hands in the birth of three others within the first 18 months of our existence. However, these 
three are people from outside our congregation whom we are merely coaching and giving some 
financial assistance. Our potential planters are a little young, and we’re praying for God to raise 
up more labor for the harvest. We intend to launch churches!  

None of this has seemed to affect any of the mother churches in a negative way. The pace at 
which we move seems to be tied to the faith of the senior leadership team. Again I would choose 
to lean into faith rather than caution. 

As a congregation grows older, we’ve observed a tendency for it to slow its reproductive 
processes. This causes us to challenge the churches we’ve planted to pick up where we left off. 
While an older church is capable of multiplying just like a grandmother is capable of having 
babies, the greatest potential for multiplication belongs to the young. 

Tension 10. The Best and the Brightest: Leadership Retention vs. Leadership Release 

We’ve always separated those leaders whom we knew were necessary to the life of the 
mother church from those who we were willing to release to new churches. We’ve also held a 



few people back from joining church multiplication teams if we felt that they had the potential to 
grow into senior leadership, heading up their own team to plant a church.  

During my tenure in the second church, I held on to two men and one woman I felt were 
indispensable to the life of the congregation.  

Also during that time, we held on to a few other people, holding them back from helping 
someone else plant a church. One of these leaders was Mike Kai. Mike wanted to help plant a 
church in a rapidly growing area of our island. He attended the MiniChurch of the leader who 
was to pastor the new church. Naturally, that leader wanted Mike to accompany him. I interfered 
because I felt that I had more experience to offer Mike than the leader of the new church.  

The original leader planted the church that grew to 600-plus people also launching churches 
in Japan, Thailand and the Philippines. Mike stayed with us for several more years, eventually 
working on our staff. When he did multiply a congregation, it grew to over 7,000 people and is 
planting churches in several countries. His goal is to launch a movement. It was wise that we 
held him back.  

This is a very real issue that every leadership team must face. Some people become pillars in 
your church. They are there for the long haul, and it will be up to others to multiply the church. I 
don’t know what else to tell you other than you need to hear from God on this one. 

Tension 11. Ease and Chaos: Relational Stability vs. Relational Transience 

In my experience, it’s much easier to separate a cadre of people from the mother church to 
plant a new church than it is to separate a handful of individuals from an existing home group. 

People in small groups develop a highly intertwined sense of love and dependence upon one 
another. They often resist the idea of hiving off a smaller group to multiply. However, a new 
church multiplication team is often built around a cluster of home groups, so those people tend to 
go out the door together. This is far less disruptive and certainly not anything to fear. There will 
be some sense of disruption but it’s not as important as people who have never gone through it 
imagine it will be. 

By the time a group is ready to launch a new church, we’ve usually made such heroes out of 
them that all of their friends are tearfully joyful to see them go. The person who usually hurts the 
most over this disruption is me—especially when we send out leaders who were my own close 
friends. Though I know we’ll see each other again, there is certainly a large measure of pain 
associated with necessary separation. 

Tension 12. Choosing Organized Chaos: Systems Optimized vs. Systems Disrupted and 
Disbursed  



I may have blinders on, but I don’t believe there really is a choice between organizational 
efficiency and organizational effectiveness centering upon whether or not we multiply churches. 

We’ve always operated from the assumption that we could build a system that would 
“automatically” pump out the leaders necessary to plant churches. We worked hard at system 
optimization and have consistently produced church planters. For us, this has never been a 
disruptive issue. I’m speaking purely from an organizational standpoint. Of course, any time you 
lose a hyper-competent leader you’re going to experience some disruption. But, once again, we 
feel that if the system works we’re building the kingdom of God in the most effective way we 
can. 

Tension 13. Security and Risk: Board Wisdom vs. Board Faith 

Protecting the mother church, financially, while expanding the boundaries of the kingdom 
always generates tension. One way this displays itself is when it comes to incubating churches 
that are not yet fully organized. They function, legally, as a department of our own church. This 
leaves us open to liability issues. We’re forced to choose a certain measure of risk over security. 
The requirement here is for prayerful wisdom blended with faith. 

Our biggest concern always has to do with sustainability. We owe it to our people to be here 
for them “next year.” Large expenditures can stress any budget. Sometimes we choose to take 
the risk and do something that seems humanly unwise while giving every indication of coming 
under the direction of the Holy Spirit. On three occasions, we’ve launched a new congregation 
giving away 20 percent of our congregation as the planting team. On those occasions, our 
numbers grew back quite quickly. 

Our congregation has recently partnered with another, 13 time zones away in Kenya. We first 
sent teams to build greenhouses that would help feed orphans. The team members connected 
with a local pastor there and taught him how to organize his congregation into a disciple-making 
continuum using our MiniChurch model. The guy took off like a rocket. The result is three new 
churches over the past four years. They’ve launched 11 MiniChurches and a new congregation in 
the past year alone.  

The partnership between the churches in Kenya and ours in Hawaii looks like it will last for 
many years. Our congregation underwrites the annual short-term missions team to the tune of 
about 50 percent of its total cost. The team is quite large, so this is costly. Team members raise 
the rest of the funds. This takes a big financial bite out of our young church. At first glance, it 
seems to make little sense for us to do ministry halfway around the planet while there are fruitful 
opportunities much closer to home. Yet we feel that God led us into this situation. We’ll mind 
the dollars at home so we have enough left over to spend generously overseas. 



You can accomplish much if you’re willing to risk much. However, you must plan your risks 
around a sustainable model whether you giving away people, buildings, money or leadership. 
The tension will remain with any church that intends to multiply itself repeatedly.  

Tension 14. Too Close for Comfort: Proximity Protection vs. Proximity Evangelism 

Many years ago, my denomination had a rule that would allow for only one of their churches 
in any town. We, of course, found that rule stifling. We had a group meeting in a city of 120,000 
people where the denomination already had a church. Our group showed every sign of maturing 
into a church plant so we launched the new church—asking for forgiveness after we did, rather 
than permission before. 

As word got around about the new church, other pastors from my denomination criticized us 
for violating denominational rules. Interestingly, our denominational leadership backed us. To do 
otherwise would have said that we didn’t care about the spiritual welfare of 119,000-plus people. 
It seemed that this rule was designed for people interested in capturing market share rather than 
attempting to build the kingdom. There are always enough pre-Christians to go around. 

There was once a song on the radio that featured the lyrics, “Different strokes for different 
folks.” I believe those lyrics apply to the world we live in. People have differing tastes. This is 
why we have different companies producing similar products.  

By intentionally planting churches, near to our own, we simply give people an option to go 
with a ministry whose personality is a little different than our own. No two churches are exactly 
alike. Each takes on a flavor determined by the personality, vision and even the age of its leaders. 
Allowing for diversity has never threatened our congregation. In fact, there was a time when we 
intentionally planted half-dozen churches simply to shorten the drive for people who were 
attending ours. Each time we launched a new one, the spillover enthusiasm caused our own 
congregation to grow right back to the size it was before the new launch. There is really no 
tension in this kind of decision. 

Tension 15. Scholars or Gifted: Highly Educated Planters vs. Spiritually Empowered 
Planters 

From time to time, I’ve been accused of an anti-educational stance because we’ve mostly 
trained pastors entirely from within our congregation. I’ve graduated from a couple of 
theological institutions, and I’m thankful for them. But I do have a different take on this than 
most people. 

The first few churches we launched were led by a mixture of formally trained and informally 
trained pastors. We eventually decided that we could do a better job by creating our own training 
venue. It began as something we called, “The Pastor Factory.” Our goal was to start small but 
eventually build a Christian college.  



Within the first few months, our staff noticed that some of the people attending our classes 
had dropped out of active ministry. That bothered me. At the same time, we watched two 
dedicated men drop out of ministry in favor of their studies at two separate seminaries. Our 
leadership team discovered that the burdens of classwork, homework and family life simply 
squeezed out active Christian ministry. The ministry that brought these people to school got 
crowded out by the lifestyle of an adult student. At that point, we decided that it would be best if 
we raised up the pastors through in-service training, encouraging them to gain a formalized 
education after they launched a church.  

Some of our reasoning stems from a desire to work with pastors who are at least 30 years old 
(not a rule, just a desire). At that stage of life, people are usually busy with work and family. The 
addition of a study load nearly always pulls them away from hands-on ministry. When working 
with leaders younger than 30, we more readily recommend seminary or a Bible school. 

Some of our pastors go on to receive formal training, but many do not. We cannot find any 
correlation between the educational process and the fruitfulness of the ministry. In fact, the 
largest congregation born out of our own is pastored by a man trained entirely in-house.  

It may be possible for school to “manufacture” leaders, but I’m not so sure … A leader has 
followers. If someone has followers, they are a leader. If they do not, they are not! No degree can 
ensure that someone can gain a following. However, it is certainly possible for school to refine 
people with existing leadership ability. We’re banking on that. 

Tension 16. Old Roads or New: Fill Existing Churches vs. Starting New Churches 

Many people argue that we shouldn’t waste precious resources launching new churches when 
so many empty church buildings dot our landscape. 

I’m just old enough to remember corner grocery stores that didn’t have a 7-11 sign on the 
front of them. Most were tiny and carried little inventory. They served a very localized segment 
of the population. Most were eventually supplanted by supermarkets.  

Today, we find that it’s quite possible to plant a church in an empty supermarket building. 
Corporations like Costco and Walmart currently meet the needs of masses, often putting nearby 
supermarkets out of business. It would be foolish to argue that no one should have ever start a 
supermarket while there was a struggling corner grocery store, or that Costco should never have 
opened its doors because of the existence of careworn supermarkets.  

The same goes for churches. There will always be small churches, and most serve their 
members more than adequately. We should never be guilty of judging the quality of the ministry 
by its size. But neither should we allow the small size of one to prevent the birth of another. 
Author Peter Wagner once said, “The best tool for evangelism, under the sun, is a new church.” I 
wouldn’t want the current status of my own church to keep a new church from reaching people 



down the street. Jesus once said something about new wine, and new wine skins that seems to 
apply here. 

There is another way to look at this. We’ve noticed that new churches often evangelize 
people with needs that these churches aren’t able to meet on a long-term basis. Those people 
often spill over into those “nearly empty churches” nearby. The symbiosis is beautiful if we 
allow it to happen. 

Tension 17. The Chicken or the Egg: Missional Focus vs. Multiplication Focus 

If you perceive a tension between missional focus and the possibility of multiplication, then 
you’ll experience this tension. However if you choose to integrate the two, the tension 
evaporates.  

I’m pastoring a very new church that’s deeply involved with street ministry, training young 
families in life skills, and sending short-term mission teams to three countries. We’re only 18 
months old at this writing, but a lot of ministry has already taken place. The great thing about 
this is that these ministries expand the vision of our people and help them get excited about the 
possibility of planting new churches on our island and in faraway places. There is no tension, but 
that’s because we’ve chosen to link missional opportunities in our community with vision for 
multiplication elsewhere. 

Tension 18. At Home or Abroad: Missions Focus vs. Multiplication Focus 

I remember thinking, at one time, that the whole world had pretty much been evangelized by 
missionaries in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. I felt that we should plant churches at home 
because America was under-evangelized while we always heard glowing reports coming from 
overseas missionaries. 

Eventually, I came to understand that a little less than a third of the population of the planet 
follow Jesus Christ. I also came to see that there are three great commandments: 1. Love God. 2. 
Love your neighbor as yourself. 3. Go and make disciples of all the nations. When I finally saw 
the “Great Commission” as a commandment, it rocked my world. Guilt over my selfish attitudes 
blended with a sense of responsibility that God would call people like me to help touch the 
world. When my wife and I started our newest pastorate, it was natural for us to tell people that 
we want to be “a missionary church.” Every church I’ve pastored has planted churches both at 
home and overseas. I think every church has the potential to function as a missionary church. 

Someone once said, “A missionary is simply a pastor who took a jet.” That’s an 
oversimplification of the very complex role of the missionary. But it does make a point. There 
should be little difference between planting churches overseas and planting them at home. My 
concern is that many American pastors are willing to invest heavily in foreign missions while 
remaining unwilling to start a new church across town. Their attitudes are simply a reverse 



pattern of my own when I didn’t understand that the Great Commission applied to me. It applies 
to us all in our own Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria, as well as to the ends of the earth. 

  



Chapter 3 

Lessons From the Journey 

Lesson 1. You Can’t Multiply Churches Unless You Make Disciples  

You could probably prioritize a pastor’s job around having vision, making disciples and 
preaching while administering wisely.  

Without vision, it all goes wrong. But making disciples is what we were commanded to do. 
Jesus never even said to multiply churches. He told us to make disciples. Yet I find that many 
pastors think they are too busy for personal disciplemaking. They give that task to someone else.  

Another problem arises around our definition of discipleship. For many, it gets reduced to 
offering a class for new Christians or going through a series of books focused on helping people 
learn to grow deeper in their faith. But this differs from what I see in the lives of Jesus and the 
apostle Paul. They spent time with their disciples. It was a priority in their life. They shared life 
lessons rather than curriculum. 

Life forms reproduce in kind. Dogs beget dogs. Cows beget cows. Pastors should beget 
pastors. If we elevate the disciple-making task to that of reproducing ourselves in a few quality 
leaders, we will almost automatically multiply churches.  

I wrote about this in detail in a book called Making Disciples. We’ve developed what I call a 
“disciple-making continuum.” It is really a modified cell church structure. An important 
difference is that it remains at the center of outward radiating circles of disciple making. Ideally, 
everything in our church contributes to the process of people in personal relationships where 
disciplemaking is the goal. If you choose to multiply churches, you must first choose to 
personally make disciples. 

Lesson 2. A Clear Vision Carries the Day 

Vision is born in the heart of God. It’s not enough to attend a seminar, learn some new tricks, 
and then go home and pop out a vision statement. The vision for a local church must be rooted in 
the scriptures and in the heart of God. 

Vision should be biblical and must reflect the process described when you link together the 
Gospels and Acts. Biblical vision should reflect disciple making that results in new churches, in 
order to fit that paradigm. 

Vision should project long-term goals and ought to be global in scope. It should also be 
narrow enough that it’s easy to describe in a 30-second “elevator speech.” A leader should be 
able to repeat the overall vision of the church on an almost weekly basis somewhere during the 
public meetings. As I said earlier, when we moved to Hawaii, we had a vision for reaching one 



percent of the population (which was actually 10,000 people) in churches that we planted or 
assisted others to plant. We packaged it in terms of “100 churches with 100 members each.” 
That’s not the way it happened, but it was easily quantifiable and that made it easy for people to 
buy into what we were doing. In our current situation, we envision: 1. Planting 30 churches over 
20 years; 2. Investing reproductive DNA in each church that we plant; and 3. Establishing a 
strong church multiplication presence in three countries outside the United States. 

Those three statements are biblical, global in scope, and easy to remember. They are realistic 
with the possible exception of the second one. We know this because so few churches actually 
do reproduce. However we’ve chosen to set the bar high in the thinking of potential church 
planters in our congregation. 

Lesson 3. Our Model Is Broken 

In Hawaii we’ve been able to plant churches in public schools for three decades. When I first 
arrived, churches in public schools were illegal. As the laws changed, new congregations used 
the schools until they filled them all with churches. After that, a new problem arose. A lawsuit 
resulted in school rents costing more than many startup churches can afford. So our model is 
broken in two ways. First, we ran out of schools, and then the schools became too expensive. 
Our own church is fortunate to be in a movie theater, but the costs are extreme. A smaller 
congregation wouldn’t be able to afford the rent. We are beginning to look at the “simple 
church” model as a possible alternative. It is both scalable (a church can grow to any size) and 
infinitely reproducible. 

Across America, we’ve bought into land-intensive models with an eye toward building 
megachurches. There will probably always be land-hungry churches. However, we should not 
allow land use to dictate the growth of the kingdom (or lack thereof). If we really are intent on 
bringing the world to Jesus, whatever model we choose must be infinitely reproducible. 

Lesson 4. Multiplication Far Outstrips Addition     

Many years ago, I was waiting with a group of men to go on a platform as a speaker at a 
convention. Two of the men were presidents of different denominations. One had read one of my 
books and was aware that we multiplied churches. He asked how many churches we had planted. 
At that time, the number was just over 100. He suggested that if each church averaged 100 in 
attendance that we had the equivalent of a megachurch. I felt a little embarrassed by the 
conversation, but he had a point. Assuming that the average church is closer to 75 in average 
attendance, we still managed to reach far more people away from our city than we did at home. 

When he said this, I noticed the other denominational president suddenly grow more 
interested in the conversation. He came from a group that puts most of its focus on the “bigger is 
better” paradigm of church development. What I think I saw were his “eyes of spiritual 
understanding” opening to the possibilities for growth inherent in church multiplication. This 



was later borne out by several important decisions that he made regarding church multiplication 
in his own group. 

After this, we began to track the number of churches that had come from the original small 
congregation in Southern California. Keeping track of our numbers, however loosely, helps to 
make a point that there is more power in church growth through multiplication than there is in 
church growth through addition. In other words, to launch more churches is more productive 
than building larger churches, if you’re forced to choose. The truth is we’re all forced to choose. 
Compare the total attendance of 1,000 small churches to that of any large church, and you’ll see 
my point. 

There is a side benefit to multiplication that few people seem to observe. This is the fact that 
most leaders, myself included, will never pastor a megachurch. 

The people who can do that are especially gifted. However, a great many leaders are capable 
of meeting the needs of a smaller congregation, which means you don’t need the best person to 
do a job. Rather, you need a capable person. Think about the National Football League. The 
league has only one best (MVP) quarterback. If a team owner waits to field a team until he has 
only the best, he probably will lose his franchise. Teams go with the leadership that they can 
find. Also please note that often the best quarterback still doesn’t win the Super Bowl. We are 
engaged in a great contest over men’s souls. We must go with the best that we can get rather than 
waiting for the very best before we put our hand to the plow. 

Lesson 5. Some of Your Closest Disciples Will Disappoint You 

Our most productive pastors have usually made their way onto our church staff as part of 
their training before multiplying a church. We do send people out who have not been on our 
staff, but only after watching them multiply several MiniChurches, while proving themselves as 
preachers and administrators. However, the people with the most potential tend to end up on our 
staff. 

As I said earlier, it’s always sad for me when someone I love, and work closely with, departs 
for whatever reason. The joy of birthing a new church blends with the sorrow, which comes from 
knowing that my relationship with the pastor is bound to change over time.  

But it does get worse. There are some instances where your disciples will disappoint, even 
hurt, you. I’ve watched leaders launch a church, change doctrinal positions, and then turn against 
our church because we didn’t agree with their position. The truth is that I seldom find any reason 
to argue over doctrine. I’m willing for others to believe what they want as long as we agree over 
the basics. The problem is that others may not extend the same grace to me. We’ve experienced 
pain over doctrine, and even over church polity. It hasn’t happened often, but it has happened 
enough that it’s important for me to note it here. 



If you multiply churches, I promise that you’re in for some disappointment along the way. 
There’s also the leader who fails and becomes discouraged. Again this won’t happen often, but it 
will happen. Moral failures also occur.  

Finally, there are those people you send out as members of a church-planting team only to 
watch them drop out of the new church because it didn’t meet their expectations. We used to lose 
these people, as they often felt embarrassed to return “home.” That’s why we eventually began 
asking team members to commit for six months and then choose whether they would stay with 
the new church or return to the mother church. This helped solve that problem. 

Again, painful experiences are the minority. In fact, they are rare. But I am misleading you if 
I don’t warn you that your heart will eventually get trampled when you multiply churches. 
Remember, Barnabas lost his friendship with Paul over John Mark. But because he stuck to 
Mark, there was a payoff. Mark went on to write the first Gospel, and I personally don’t believe 
he would have done so if Barnabas hadn’t discipled Mark after the disappointment with Paul. 
Ministry is about perseverance. 

Lesson 6. There Will be Obstacles to Church Multiplication 

Fear of Failure 

 A number of years ago, I came away from a small seminar feeling very good about myself. I 
had, essentially, bullied several pastors of large churches into launching new ones.  

About 15 months later, I discovered the destruction I had wrought. Every one of those guys 
had a failure on their hands. The lesson I learned was that you need to intensely disciple a leader 
and a team before they ever turn them loose with a group of people. We were doing this 
organically, which left us unaware of the amount of time that we actually spent team building 
before we launched a new church. The lesson those pastors gleaned was that church 
multiplication wasn’t for them. 

Each of those pastors had assembled a team, chosen a leader and then provided ample 
funding only to reap failure. The missing element was a strong bonding before the team went out 
the door. It was a relatively simple mistake but one with profound impact. And it was my 
mistake, not theirs.  

Comfort in the Status Quo 

When things are going well, it’s easy to resist anything that rocks the boat. Pastors work 
hard. Tending the flock is never easy. Then along comes some joker who tries to inspire you to 
multiply your church after working through the time-consuming process of discipling leaders. 
Worse yet, you’re called upon to give away some of your most productive people. It’s easy to 
see why complacency would take over and keep a person from multiplying their church. The 



only antidote to this that I know of is the Great Commission when it is viewed—in all 
seriousness—as a command from our master. 

Competition in Several Forms 

Leaders are naturally competitive people. In a very healthy way, we must compete in the 
realm of ideas and vision if we expect others to follow us instead of following the ways of the 
world. So competition is not a bad thing, however it can hold us back from multiplying churches.  

If the competition appears in the form of an attempt to look good in the eyes of others, it 
cripples. Pastors find various ways of doing this. We brag over who has the biggest crowds, 
buildings and budgets. Some even brag about how many people appear on their payroll. This 
kind of competition will erode any commitment to church multiplication. The simple cost of 
buildings, budgets, and a large staff can preclude any large investment outside of your church. 
Add to that the prestige of preaching to thousands, and you can see why someone would choose 
to compete in the arena of size rather than multiplicity.  

Also, most Christian organizations have a pecking order. Usually, the people at the top of the 
list are those who pastor the largest churches. Freedom from this particular form of competition 
would make our denominations healthier and our conclaves far more enjoyable.  

The Need for Control  

Some of us struggle when it comes to trusting others. This need for control certainly enters 
into our thinking whenever we plan to multiply church.  

Twice I’ve multiplied by leaving the church I pastored in the hands of another person. Every 
other time we’ve multiplied, we’ve sent out someone I had discipled. In each case, I was 
delegating the ministry to another person. And in each case, I was more seasoned than the other 
person when we handed over the baton.  

In several instances, the person I handed off to went on to accomplish far more than I ever 
could. But each time I handed over leadership, I did so with a measure of concern. That concern 
had to do with my loss of control over the future as it applied to that new leader and the people 
entrusted to that person. The sad truth is that my own fears over control issues have probably 
kept us from multiplying as many churches as we might have otherwise. 

Control is necessary, but it can be a powerful drug and you must learn to manage it, or it will 
undermine God’s plan for your life. 

Restrictive Models for Church Multiplication 

I first planted a church in the early 1970s. At that time our denomination had fallen into 
practice whereby the district offices pulled together funds and leadership to plant churches. In 



truth, they planted very few churches and most failed. No one I knew had ever seen a church 
planted by a local church.  

I was sent out by the denominational office with a small budget and given the use of a small 
building at no cost to the new congregation. I fit the denominational model. But when we began 
to multiply churches from the original church, we discovered just how restrictive the model was. 
The constraint mostly took the form of criticism from other pastors in the vicinity. They felt that 
it was somehow unjust for a local church to plant another church. I was criticized as a rebel. The 
model was restrictive. 

There are other restrictive models as well. I read one author who suggested that you 
shouldn’t even try to multiply a church if you don’t have a minimum of 200 people on your 
launch team. His model is restrictive. I would never have planted a church if I had read his book 
before gathering a dozen people on our first Sunday.  

There are church multiplication models built around real estate. A couple of blocks from my 
house, a denomination bought property they’re banking for the future. It’s a new neighborhood, 
so I guess they have time to wait until they can pull together a team to use the land. But a lot of 
money is currently tied up in an empty piece of ground in hopes that one day they’ll find the 
right pastor to build the church. Meanwhile the “simple church” guys continue to launch 
churches with small groups of people meeting in homes, parks, and in coffee shops. They have 
almost no upfront costs.  

You need to build a model that suits you. Just be careful that whatever you do is both 
scalable and reproducible. Otherwise, you’ll quickly feel a restrictive pinch.  

Spiritual Warfare and Demonic Resistance 

We live in a spiritual universe. Paul tells us that we don’t wrestle against flesh and blood but 
against unseen rulers in heavenly places. We’ll probably never fully understand the dynamics of 
this, but we’ve all felt its effects.  

I remember meeting with a newly appointed principal in our rented public school. During our 
first meeting, he informed me that he was a Christian (who didn’t attend church), but that he 
didn’t believe churches should be allowed to rent public property. It didn’t matter to him that the 
state had changed the laws to make room for the church. He informed me that it was “nothing 
personal,” but a matter of principle for him to do everything in his power to get us out of the 
school. I duly promised to sue him and the school district over the issue, and then ran to the 
elders of our church asking them to fast and pray about this threat. Within 30 days, a quirky 
change in the system made it better for this man to take early retirement. A principal who was 
extremely friendly towards our church replaced him. I believe a battle was won in heavenly 
places.  



Recently, one of the strongest church-planting networks in our state came under fire in a 
lawsuit. Someone sued on behalf of the state suggesting that this group was underpaying the 
rents charged by the public schools. The suit acknowledged that the group paid everything they 
were asked, but suggested that the schools were under-charging for rent. The result was an out-
of-court settlement, which cost these church multipliers several hundred thousand dollars and 
raised rents on every group using state-operated facilities. This created hardship for everybody, 
especially the schools—as the churches have always donated time, money and material to make 
the schools a better place. We have yet to see the final result of this sad decision. 

However you look at it, you must admit that Satan does his best to resist the church and its 
forward movement. If you begin making disciples in earnest, and you attempt to multiply the 
church, you will be challenged; but the Scriptures tell us that Jesus is the ultimate victor. Expect 
the battle but expect to stand in His triumph as well. 
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